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REPORT OF WORKING PARTY 2 (ARTICLE 17)
1. Revised Text of Article 17 - Reduction of Tariffs and Elimination of

Preferences

1. Pararaph 1 - agreed.
2. Paragraph 2 (a)
On the suggestion of the delegate of France, it was agreed to explain in

the Sub-Committee's Report that the words "undertake not to raise it above a

specified. higher level" do not imply that a Member might be entitled to

increase its tariffs generally, but merely that in certain cases it might be

advantageous to another Member to obtain a tariff binding, even though at a

higher level. It was felt that such an explanation would dispel any
impression that the provisions of paragraph 2 (a) were contradictory to those
of paragraph 1.

The delegate of Brazil stated that he could accept the selective basis of
negotiations provided for in paragraph 2 (a) with respect to tariffs, but

not with respect to preferences. Unless different procedures were established

for negotiations with respect to tariffs, which a Member has the right to
maintain subject to substantial reduction, and preferences, which it was
intended to eliminate, a Member might be able to evade the latter aim.
The Brazilian delegate reserved his right to revert to this point.

The United Kingdom delegate was of the opinion that if the right to

negotiate only. on particular tariff items.was recognized, it would. be unfair
not to extend this right to preferences. Moreover, he believed that a Member
should. be entitled to refuse to negotiate on particular items if a protective
element was involved.

The delegate of Denmark inquired as to the precise meaning in this

context of the word "selective". If it implied that Members could refuse

/to negotiate on
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to negotiate on particular items, he proposed that the word "selective" be

deleted.

The delegate of Cuba considered that "selective" and "tproduct-by-poOduct"
had different connotations in this context and should both be retained. For

example, "selective" meant that a Member could reduce teh general level of its
tariffs while rataniing the right not to negotiate on a particular item.
"Product-by-product" meant that instead of reducing all tariff items by an

overall flat percentage, the duties on particular products would be examined
in negotiations.

The delegate of Colombia recalled that the Australian delegate had
outlined. in Committee III the procedure followed. during the Geneva negotiations.
Article 17 had been redrafted to incorporate some of those rules of procedure.
He believed that the word. "selective" should be retained. Its deletion would

imply that negotiations would have to proceed on a product-by-product basis
with respect to all products rather than on the basis of lists of requests
and offers of concessions on items in which there was mutual interest.
This did not mean a Member could refuse to negotiate on a particular item
without offering any explanation. If the reasons for refusing to negotiate
on a particular item were not regarded as satisfactory by the interested
Member, the procedure of paragraph 4 and Articles 89 and 90 would apply.

The delegate of Dnemark agreed to the retention of the word "selective"
provided a satisacftory explanation along the lines of the Coolmbia: delegate's
remarks was nciluded in the Sub-Committe'es Report.

The delegate of Brazil was preparedt o accept the principle that the

elimination of preferences was subject to negotiations and that a price would
have to be paid for such elimination, provided negotiations were compulsoryon
all items.H e reiterated the reservation on Articles 16 and 17 made by the
Brazilian delegate at the Seventeenth Meeting of Sub-Committee A, pending teh
outcome of the discussions in the Joint Sub-Comimttee of II and III on new

Preferential arrangements,

It wasagrgeed
1. to retain the word "selective", and include in the Sub-Committee's
Report an explanation along the lines of that made by the Colombian
delegate;
2. to substitute the words "then existing" for the word "present" in
the next to last line of paragraph 2(a).

Paragraph 2 (a) was agreed as amended.

3. Paragraph 2 (b)
The delegate of New Zealand asked for an explanation of the second

sentence.

Itw as graeed to include in the Sub-Committe'es Report the following

/explanation offered
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explanation offered by the delegate of Mexico as a member of the Working Party;
"When a Member negotiates with other Members Ehoar-asigatorio sof

the Gernarl Asreement on Tariff s and Trade, account shell be taken of
the indirect comnssisons %hich the Maenbr is arleady Srwating to such

asigntories tlrouhg the most-favoured-nation clzuse, and of the e

cOZ;ereionce which egni tories of the GeamePrnemlenAgt on Ts16tfisad
rdnayYrbee amlready extening tod the The tran fo£mt.o of
indfft conciressions under the most-favore%-ation ucdlai_3o duseirect
corCOnmcegrctessdto 14anzs inMemtheir owright ohalnl 'e csonsidered
a nerotiable concession."
Paraeph2 (b) vgraaerced
J~ra~-i~a~hphC)
Ve delegate of BT--ztressedrazilconcern with respect to (iii) which he

felt destroyed the autcac action to oemijnstreferencl;emis esatablished in
(i) and (ii). If (iii) were deleted a Maar to';l emrequ.1rwed.to negotiaite
under (i) or (ii) or appeal to the Qrnzation. If Or(giii) were retained,
appeal to the Orgaization would notnbe feasible because a Meber could
always indlte its vllinnesao negwoilltiateg uwler (l)or (il)

It Ws pointe;.out thaw~he prodcedure of t(itiovold on2l raite wbtr
agree-nt between tae armties conorrnhd.

P-- -aaaragraphs a5eed, the Brazilian goctiona uiviabeted.


